Male version of a cow
The guy with the frying pan
Term for moving a herd from one area to another
A cowboy would have a hard time without his trusty __
A rope is used to __ cattle that do not cooperate
Home, home on the __...
The bridle and __ are used to guide the cowboy's horse
Metal protrusions on the cowboy's boots to motivate the horse
A cowboy would need to retrieve cattle who __ from the herd
Riding the long and dusty __; some are hundreds of miles long
Term for a group of cows
The trademark __ hat protects from both the rain and sun
The cowboy's __ and rifle are used for both utility and defense
The high __ extend from west of the Mississippi to the Rockies
The seat on a horse that also has a horn for securing rope
A cowboy may need to endure __ of rain, snow or dust
A ranch owner may want his cattle __ to indicate ownership
Cowboys are experts at __ especially at night along a cattle drive
A flask, skin or __ can be used for storing drinking water
You may see deer, antelope, or __ on the plains
Boots, chaps and other gear are usually made of __
__ of the old west could be many square miles in area; some still are
Term for gathering a herd to prepare for an activity
A __ is one who handles animals professionally, especially horses
Region of the U.S. usually associated with cowboys
The invention of __ greatly reduced the need for cowboys
Cowboys often work in wide __ with sun and scenery
These are loose, dried bushes that roll along the plains
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